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Letter From the Editor...
Hello,

How are you? I hope you are well. Welcome to the new and improvised Skidmo’Daily. We’ve worked tirelessly
to make sure that we improve your reading experience. Firstly, we’ve scrapped the old format and replaced it
with a sleek, smart design of folded paper and staples. Next, we’ve done away with the old method of printing
words upside down and backwards and now will be printing with sentences reading left to right with rightside-up characters. We really think this innovative new approach will immediately enhance the way you enjoy
Skidmo’ Daily.
Another exciting change is our website, skidmodaily.com. We’ve started rolling out content on a daily basis,
with articles ranging from the stupid to the pathetic. We’ll continue to supply the site with videos, pictures,
lists, and quizzes. Also keep an eye out for our upcoming caption contest, designed by Wyatt Hackett, our new
Art Director. Doug Patrick is our newly-elected Content Director, which means he’s sorted through all of our
submissions and picked the very best, ripest stories for publication. In addition, he only gives the green light
on stories that smell like his grandma’s house, which means you the reader can rest assured that you’re getting
the top quality content every time you turn the page.
Our staff continues to work hard to make you laugh and think critically about the issues facing our campus
today. We look very forward to sharing what we have in store for you, and I sincerely hope you enjoy the stories
you are about to read/smell.
Best, as always,

George Lubitz
Editor-in-Chief

Top Stories Of The Week
Pot calls kettle black, kettle files bias report
You may love sweater weather, but can you say it 10 times fast
Skidmo’ Daily is bi monthly, and so am I
Bernie Sanders just days away from democratic nomination
Directionally challenged man struggles with cha cha slide
Overabundance of spoons causes stir at Dhall
College freshmen realizes this might not the best 4 years of their life
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Campo Confirms
No Chaser Policy
By Doug Patrick

The rumors are true. While Skidmore
students will always buzz over what
special campus rules may or may
not exist, we finally have an answer
to one of the most popularly debated
policies of all. Remember where you
are right now because this is monumental: Campo has confirmed their
“No Chaser Policy.”
This rule, of course, has two major
meanings.
1. Let’s say hypothetically you were
to throw a rager where alcohol will
be served. Karen starts to get rowdy because she “totally, like, never
drinks” – which is really just a cute
way of saying she doesn’t know how to
handle herself – and soon the whole
party starts to follow her lead. Soon,
someone’s turning up the music, pong
is getting more competitive, and everyone is dancing like this is senior
year homecoming. Your neighbors
get upset, understandably, and you
hear that Campo is on their way.
Thanks a lot, Karen.
Campo will arrive and search your
fridge. If they see any sort of hard liquor, you better clench your asshole
hard because if they go on to find
any sort of soda or juice, you’re
fucked. That’s right. You’re going
to get hit with a citation for being a
“Big Old Bitch Who Has to Drink
Liquor Like a Child.”
2.When the Campo has their normal
Thursday-night-nothing’s-happening-so-fuck-itparties, you better bet
that clenched asshole of yours that
they are guzzling down that Svedka without any help at all. And you
know why? Because they go balls-tothe-fucking-wall.
Also, having so much sugar and liquor at once can be a real hazard to
one’s health.
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A Red Side Story:

Sing-songy Gang Wars
Ensue After Athlete,
Artist Hook Up
By Jacob Schwartz
Musical-theatre-style turf wars have erupted between the red-side and blue-side
gangs here at Skidmore College. According to police, the conflicts have included
light to medium violence, as well as heavy singing, dancing and snapping.
Sources say the sudden escalation is due to a one-time make-out at Alpine, between art major Maria Greene and first-string soccer player Tony Williams,
who are aligned with opposite sides of the feud.
Lacrosse player and self-proclaimed King of the Blue Side Chad Kingsly gave
a press-conference on the escalating turf wars.
“I like to be on the blue side/Watch big TV on the blue side/Big muscle guys on
the blue side/Lots of protein on blue side!” he said, with a slight Puerto Rican
accent.
Just this morning, Tennis player and blue-side member Johnny Knox was
surrounded by all 7 members of the red-side-aligned Bandersnatchers a-cap
ella group, who moved their hips and snapped as they approached him. Thankfully, Knox was able to escape the confrontation with a few ballerina spins, and
some intimidating snaps.
In retaliation, blue-side members spraypainted the entrance to Zankel
Music Center, writing “ROCK IS DEAD, ALSO THE BEATLS SUCKD!”
The couple that sparked the violence, Tony and Maria, were seen avoiding eye
contact as they passed each other in d-hall earlier today. Maria said, about
the turf-wars, “I feel pretty, oh so pretty, or whatever, but that was definitely a
one-time thing with Tony. His breath smelled like a protein shake.”
.

Abraham Lincoln Wishes He
Had Seen Hamilton Instead
of Our American Cousin
By Pauline Dent
The rumors are true. While Skidmore
In an exclusive post mortem interview with Skidmo’ Daily Abraham
Lincoln disclosed that he wishes he
had seen the Broadway hit Hamilton
instead of Our American Cousin. It
is not surprising that a former president and history buff such as Mr.
Lincoln would make an appearance
at musical recounting the true to the
life of Alexander Hamilton. Hamilton,
which made is debut in 2015, drops
an actual beat to the life of one of the
founding fathers. Our American Cousin is an 1858 three act play about a
dumb American traveling to England.
It is also the play that President Abraham Lincoln attended on the night of
April 14, 1865 where he was allegedly
shot by John Wilkes Booth. Through
the assistance of an Ouija board and
a mediocre spiritual medium, we obtained some answers pertaining to
Mr. Lincoln’s statement.

Freshman Torn On
Whether Or Not To Say
Goodnight To Roommate
By Max LoSardo
Local freshman Kyle McManus reports that he is quite unsure whether
or not to wish his roommate, lacrosse
player Daniel Aaron, a goodnight. “So
the first night wasn’t too bad, I was already in bed when Daniel got back to
the dorm from practice so I just pretended I was asleep. This was despite
the low probably that the sounds of
his equipment being angrily thrown
into our extra third closet wouldn’t
wake me.” But things would only go
downhill from there, McManus states
that “On the 2nd and 3rd night we
went to bed roughly around the same
time. After we both got into bed I took
a leap of faith and said goodnight.
Daniel responded with ‘Goodnight
man’.” McManus took this as a positive sign, with the same turn of events

Freshmen Quickly Befriend
Skidshop Mannequin
Interviewer: “Mr. Lincoln, Abe, old
Abe, can I call you Abe?
Lincoln: “Sure”
Interviewer: “Do you regret having
seen Our American Cousin in 1865?”
Lincoln: “I do. But there was an open
bar which made it bearable. “
Interviewer: “Abe, why do you wish
you had seen Hamilton”
Lincoln: “Lin Manuel Miranda. He’s
very talented.
Interviewer: So you like the music?
Lincoln: I downloaded the
soundtrack.
Interviewer: How did you even get
access to that?
Lincoln: Spotify offers a discount for
the dead..

occurring on the third night. The
fourth night is when things started
becoming difficult for him. McManus
returned to the dorm from the library
(trying to figure out how to print
from his laptop) at roughly 11:35pm.
McManus claims that he is sure his
roommate was sound asleep. “I even
thought I heard him snoring” McManus describes. But the turn of events
on the 5th made him question this
theory. Upon getting into bed, there
was a 6 second lull that McManus
took as “alright guess we’re not doing
this”, but Aaron shook things up with
saying “yo goodnight.” “I mean… what
was that ‘yo’ about?” McManus in his
confusion asks us. “Was it in reference to the previous night? Was he
mad I didn’t say it before? Do I always
have to say it first?” McManus then
tells us he swiftly responded to Aaron
with a “Goodnight, love you.” Aaron
could not be reached for comment..

By Gill Hurtig
Needless to say, being only one week
into school is a time of high social
anxiety for the incoming freshmen.
Their eagerness to make friends and
fit into a new environment is astounding. Some freshmen explained
that they would go as far as to “cut a
hoe” to find a lunch pal. This seemed
like backwards logic to me, but it is
why I was not surprised when I saw
a group of five or six newbies on case
walkway pressing their faces to the
glass, making animated gestures and
noises at the Skidmore Shop mannequin. Referencing the mannequin,
one of the freshman, Thomas Cutler,
interpreted, “Her name is Amannda
and she seems cool. Like she cuts
the bullshit. If there were one word
I would use to describe her it would
probably be authentic.” Another
freshman, Dana Schoople, was not as
favorable: “Yea I don’t know, it seems
to me like she really holds herself on
a pedestal. I just kind of get the sense
that she’s always looking down on everybody.” She continued, “Also she’s
always wearing Skidmore apparel,
which is like, so freshman.”
Yesterday I saw that same group
of kids walk into town. They were
carrying Amannda on their shoulders as I noticed them struggling
to get her through the door of Uncommon Grounds. “At one point her
hair piece slid off her head onto my
sesame bagel,” commented one of the
groupies. The freshmen had their day
downtown cut short when Amannda’s leg came clean off her pelvis
after it got stuck in a revolving door.
After rushing her to health services,
Thomas commented, “I was really
impressed that she didn’t cry when
that happened. She did look a little
pale though.” Finally, I caught up with
Dana, who, after being cast out of the
friend group, huffed “Why are they
even friends with her? They’re such
dummies!”
.
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SGA Senate Just Giddy For
When Someone Proposes
“Skidmore Alt-Right” As A
Serious Club
By George Lubitz

Reflecting on the increasing levels of
jingoism and “America first” stances
that have recently flooded the American political landscape, members of
the SGA senate were reported to be
giddy with anticipation for the moment when a student proposes their
idea for an Alt-Right club on campus.
Anticipating that a student as woefully bigoted as those KKK members in
suits will try to gain a political voice at
Skidmore, the SGA is excited to hold
their next club hearing, longing for
the moment when they can see someone candidly try to suggest that a platform for thinly-veiled hatred deserves
a budget and representation in club
form.
According to Junior Senator Constance Hardt, “We’re all just really
looking forward to the moment when
a Skidmore student stands in front of
us all and details why they truly believe the Alt-Right is a serious political platform and thus deserves to be
allowed to organize on the college’s
dime.”
Following up, Sophomore Senator
Evan Deutschman had this to say: “It’s
going to be great! I just can’t wait to
see some poor fucker stand up there
and expect us to buy that they don’t
intend to found a club based solely on
loathing of basically anyone who isn’t
a straight white American male.”
When pressed for comment, VP for
Club Affairs Kira Geary expressed
that “we want everyone to have proper
representation for any organization
they want—political or otherwise.
That being said, I look very forward
to sitting in on the meeting where
some hateful moron wants to present
us with an idea as laughable as “Skidmore Alt-Right.”
.
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Falstaffs to Exclusively Host Bat-Mitzvahs From Now On
By Jacob Schwartz and Chris Isaacson
After much deliberation, Lively Lucy’s has sold Falstaffs to Hillel, Skidmore’s
Jewish organization. Falstaff’s, which has long been known for its indie-rock
concerts, will now be exclusively used to host Bat-Mitzvahs, the jewish
coming-of-age ceremony for woman.
The former president of Lively Lucy’s, Will Scott, has been hired to DJ the
Bat-Mitzvahs. “Rock is dead. The Torah is the one truth,” Scott said in an
exclusive interview.
Benny Goldwaithe, president of Hillel, said “I like Indie-Rock, but it just
isn’t Jewish enough for this school.”
Goldwaithe warned attendees, “all guests who are attending the Bat-Mitzvah receptions MUST have attended the services beforehand.”
Hillel released a press-release attempting to calm those who were upset about
the sudden change to Falstaffs. “Don’t worry,” read the statement, “although
Falstaff’s will no longer have rock-concerts, students can be assured that other events besides bat mitzvahs will be held, such as the Bris, the ceremonial
jewish circumcision, in which the foreskin is removed.”
“You don’t have be jewish to get a bris!” the press-released continued. “All
faiths are welcome. Come on down!”
Goldwaithe also warned attendees, “all guests who are attending the Bris
after-party MUST have attended the ceremonial circumcision beforehand.”
.

Skidmore Simulation: Smoking Pot Your Freshman Year
By Doug Patrick

First, you gotta actually get the stuff. This part’s annoying. You really don’t want
to text anyone. Who are you even going to text? Fuck.
You text that lightweight intimidating guy from Pre-O who you knew was high on
the second day. Thank god cell phones exist because you wouldn’t have remembered this fucker’s – Scott’s name.
Well, you tell yourself, here goes nothing. You “hit him up” (that’s what you text
your friends), sending him: “Yo, man. Do you sell weed?” You figure it’s cool to
just be upfront. Like this isn’t a big deal, or whatever.
Turns out, Scott doesn’t actually sell. He just tokes (he sends an “lol” after that
because Scott’s a funny guy). You smile and tell him it’s cool But, wait! It’s not. Because you need drugs. Now. So, you act like a super cool
dude and ask him who he gets his stuff from – your guy just isn’t around right
now (but you don’t actually have a guy, you’re just “tryna make moves” – another
stupid fucking text you send your friends). So Scott thinks this is all good because he supposes you’re into pot. Just like him. You’ve connected. Congratulations – a friend! And in his friendliness, he sends you the number of the dude
who he usually “grabs off of.”
(Inside, you’re like “why is ending in a preposition sound so cool and intimidating?” But you don’t actually let it show because he’s already given you the number. You just reply, “Thanks man.” That’s right, no comma. You’re a badass. Just
like him. You’ve connected again. Congratulations – a best friend!)
You text this random number and ask for an arbitrary amount; something like:
“$30 of bud?” And luckily the number responds even though that’s, like, kind of
an annoying way to ask without even saying “hey” first. She replies and tell you
to meet her at their apartment. She says her name is Flower.
You get lost.
Still lost.

“Lol can’t find you dude”
Still lost.
“Ok. Here”
“I think”
Flower opens the door. You come
inside. Wow. This is what the apartments are like? Not bad. Not bad.
You could see yourself living here.
Wouldn’t smell so much like pot (spoiler: it will), and the music wouldn’t be
so loud (it will), but you could do this.
She takes you to her room, then gets
out a baggy filled with “$30 of bud.”
You pay her. You grab the baggy. She
starts talking to you. You’re not really
into it though. Like, yeah girl. Skidmore is cool and whatever but you
just want to smoke weed with your
friends already. She sits down and
pulls out some rolling papers. Then
grabs a lighter out of her pocket.
Finally, she stops talking your ear off.
On your way out, though, you’re kinda
like: “Actually Flower was kind of cool;
I wish I wasn’t in such a hurry.” And
then you’re like “Fuckin’ Skidmore.
Making me feel some type of way.”
Rich Homie Quan is the shit. Some
type of way. Making me feel some type
of way.
Oh shit. You remember how you just
smoked with Flower a couple minutes ago. You hadn’t even realized you
left the place. And now you’re entering Jonsson Tower. You look at your
phone. How fast is time moving? You
haven’t smoked since before you left
for school. Your tolerance is “hella
low” (that’s what you said to Flower –
and you’re not even from California).
You make it to the fourth floor and
knock on Generic White Guy From
Boston’s door; he’s your best friend
at the time (but you’re only freshman-first-weeks friends with him,
you already know you won’t see him
in a month or two). He and Girl From
SCOOP are waiting for you.
Boston has his bowl out, he’s ready.
You hand him the weed. While he
packs it, you check your phone about
thirty times and stare blankly at the
shitty Nirvana poster in his room.
Like, sick dude, you like old bands.
Rad. Really reeks of teen spirit in
here. Nirvana totally isn’t played out.
But you should be nice, you’re using
Boston’s bowl after all.
So Boston takes a hit, passes it to
SCOOP, who takes a hit, then passes it
to you. You look at this thing and see
that he literally just caveman-ed it.
Took two big nuggs and just stacked
them on top of each other. But whatever. It’s his room. It’s his bowl. Who

are you to tell him that he’s wrong?
You take a hit. Cool. Now you’re very
high. “Swag,” you say to yourself. Yeah,
you said that.
Then Boston’s roommate comes
through the door, laughing and saying his goodbyes to all his various
try-hard friends. His name is Party
Pooper. And he shits all over your little party when he literally yawns (and
does that stupid arm stretch thing
like a fucking cartoon) and says that
he’s about to go to bed. Boston gives
you that please leave look and you do.
You stumble into the elevator, hit the
button, and arrive on your floor. You
also live in Joto. Thank god for that
(the Lord has really been on your side
today). After you get into your room
and throw your pants off because,
fuck your roommates right now,
you’re super high, you lay in bed.
You close your eyes and think, “Fuck. I
really hope D-Hall has egg and cheese
sandwiches tomorrow morning.”
And guess the fuck what? They will.
Because they have that shit every
fucking morning and it’s fucking lit.
Yeah, you think as you drift off into
sleep, Skidmore’s pretty rad..

Dear Sam,

I WANT YOU
FOR SKIDMORE CAMPO
Serve your college and join The Skidmore
Campo to defend our campus

Sam Supposes

I identify strongly with you because I, too, am very smart. I have read books that
are more than five hundred pages long, I took a class about ancient Greece and
learned all the philosophies, and all my favorite films are foreign. My standardized test scores are first rank. Yet, I continue to run into the same problem: people
refuse to take my intellect seriously. In classes, when I disagree with the professor, I can never win the support of the class through my superior critical thought.
When I have political debates with my friends, they remain stuck in their liberal
ideals without thinking about things like I do. It’s as if I am on another level, and
I cannot even communicate, that means talk, with regular people. What can I do
to make people understand how smart I am? Why do my classmates always seem
more appreciated in their comments? Please help me help others realize my full
potential.
Salutations (From),
Eugene Yiss
Hi Eugene,
This sounds like a serious problem. Many geniuses have struggled to find captive
audiences among their academic peers: Ayn Rand, Jaden Smith, Stephenie Meyer, Bill O’Reilly, John Grisham, etc. This is no reason to be discouraged, as this
list shows you can always find your audience. But sometimes, finding your audience requires a tweak to how you present yourself. You sound like a real go-getter
who presents points with pep and pomp. It may seem that such intensity would
be most persuasive, but studies at Skidmore prove differently. A passive air of
brooding, punctuated by sweeping statements and an indifference towards evidence has been proven most effective in impressing large groups of students.
Something about this approach suggests that such deep thoughts are happenstance for a mind like yours, and soon people will understand you dote
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on each subject with similar ability. The apparent triviality of evidence in your
statements will suggest that such evidence is so plainly visible (to you) that it
need not be restated. This way, even if others fail to see your point, they will assume fault in their own thinking. Further, if you are going to criticize an idea or
problem, it helps not to suggest a solution, as it opens your point to similar criticism. Rather, point out faults in others’ comments, and people will know yours
are better, whatever they might be.
As far as changing behavior, speak quietly, drone, or mumble when presenting
your best points, so that the teacher must ask you to speak up at least twice.
When people see how indifferently you approach such earthshattering epiphanies, they will understand how common they are for you. Wearing black can also
help enormously, as it visually suggests an abyss of wisdom in an inaccessible
vessel (your genius brain). Some also choose to smoke cigarettes, as it suggests a
general eschewal of common perspective and a mysterious sense of existentialism.
As Notorious B.I.G. timelessly said “Follow these rules, you’ll have mad bread to
break up. If not, twenty-four years on the wake up”. You probably won’t go to jail,
but you get it. Take my advice.
Salutations,
Sam

Caption Contest

submit captions to skidmodaily@gmail.com
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